., ., ·j !.·.
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r·
. l -----.r---r . . . . , . ._·: .. ·:. : .... . is. to determine. the' sources. of particles ~t· populate them~_·, It i.s quite·". ; '_: :. .. : · . 
I·--~·
:the. aas present; the latter'' iS proPortional to ?>/: Therefore, the dominant \· .i ' ' . ' loss mechaniSm dep~nds on the t)'pe ot.material pres~nt.
. . ;
. ·r:
i-.f. at the equator. Let us consider a 780--kev electron which ha·~ a mirror .
· .. i . . . ' . point at 30-deg magnetic latitude. Let ). be the magnetic ~titude of a ·, "
·· .
. ,_;: field Une, R. be the distance from the center of the earth,_ and a be the :; . , where R 0 is the. ra~iu·a _ot th~ :field line' at th~ · eQ:uato7
; '{l).
. ·'
. Its
, .. ! ' j;., .. ;; . 
.,
. ·'· ,.,:: ·-.~~fs)j -~ ·~ ~ .
- 
To det~e ~hich .loss mechanisms are .dominant in the ·_outer.belt/W.e; . · , .
~--.
•.' . : .
• .,
.. Table II as a fUnction of the ~icle's .. r~nge. : . ·_,.
• : <· ' •.
•; I • .,.
. i "{' .
•"">>Il:""""'
;_!;' . energetic pulse soUrc:e can be checked analytically and demonstrate$ the~·, -" 
...
IDss processe_a· (a) and ('b) are handled· together while/( c) is considered . u~
!.
' separately.·. To' ha.Ud.le (c) I we calculate :how many.particle,I{S(E) are lost. ;: '· _ ·.': _ .
--" ,_. : _ ,
. '•' ·l ;r .-.
,; . :_ :·.-.
. ..
electron., and. P1'{E)' is the product of proton density and _electron lifetime :~_-: Here P /~ is the p~babili ty .that an electron be' sc·a~tered . electron o:r a higher..:energy electron'that has been' degre;ded'in energy ; ' . ·'" r :·;~_; __ _ ---i··:~, --(these tv~'· eleCtrOns ar' e ~:stinguishabie) ; The third term is the-_ number : 
The last term is the number of particles in the 1· • l group that lose enough · . · ; .
' ' .""·. ,. ,.
electron; m is the· rest-mass energy of the electron; E is the incident· .. .,·.
where(Bethe 1 1933) . 
.........
. '
. 
In the energy region trom 30 to ·6o Mev 1 . additional approx1ina.tions have 
'. particles at E a 7&J kev and 'tollowed them as :they,, produc~d secondary.
• \ 1
. ! electrons 1 were sl.oWe~ dowli 'by :Lon:Lution ~nergy loss~ and were scattered .
. , .
out. The starting data of' the seco~d problem was the ~~tron decay spectrum. · : . 
;
, ..
. .· .. I .. _ ..
!. electron energy:_spectrum that would exis_t in the outer radiation belt if neutron deeay was ~(;!·only source of electron~ and . . ve had considered. ali _of the loss processes,_ These. data ar~ also electron tlerisity rather than t'lux •.
We see that the equilibrium s~ectra is much the .same shape, as ·the original f3-decay spectrum except f'or a slight shift toward iower energy. The build-up toward equilibrium as a tUnction f)f ~ime i.s shown in Fig. 3 1 •·· ~ ..
L:
where. ·1 ~~ . i~. -~ equillbrium __ ot neutron de~y electr~ns is· 4. X .10~ sec or., about l2 years ..
·The equilibrium intensity may be obtained fi•om NfP/n ... lo-12 g;A-sec/c:m3 (curve A 1 . ··:
.i · .. 14- we obtain a flux spectrum as :Shown in Fig.' 6. .. times lower than this figure. The observed flux at these energies is about .
a. factor of ten larger in magnitude·tha.n our calculated value •. Since exospheric ·densities are quite uncertain and acc<;;:leration processes may substantially increase the lifetime of the neutron decayelectrons 1 · it 1s.not·at all·
compelling that. sources other than neutron decay are required • Lenchek e.nd. Singer (1961) have recently calculated the equilibrium . ·flux of outer-belt ~lectrons to be expected from neutron 13-decay in a
. .
manner rather similar to our present paper·.. They consider coulomb scat~ering .
. : r:
'·t'~ .. , We feel it 1s dangerous to base a general conclusion about the origin of all particles in the radiation belt on a few measurements, at quite low ·altitudes. The. analysis of these measurements dependS on detailed information . <·
. . ,
-.· . , .
,·"';; •. :~,:..;;.."'"-·~-:::::::_
In this paper we have calculated the energy spectrum of electr.on:s ·to be found in the O'\lter belt if it were made o£ neutron (3-d~cay electrons.
•
Several experiment$ have gi1.1:en some information abaut ~e outer-belt / spectrum, but the pr,oblem is not yet' solved. The .experi~ents that .
· ·~. involve bremsstr~ung will not be considered here because their interpretation is so ~ifficult.
The Mechta experiment· (Vernov, 1959 and ·1960) , indicated that there.
,<',
were about 1% as many electrons with E > 5 00 kev than with E >50 kev ~ Out calculated spectrum gives about So/o for the rati~ of particles with E > 500 as withE> 50 kev. This would indicat~ that experimentally there may be fewer electrons in the few•hUlldred-kev range than we calculated, .
but this is quite sensitive to the. energy-threshold setting •. If the Mechtaexperiment thresholdha~ actually been 600 kev instead of 500, we would agree· with the 1% figure.
The leakage -electron energy spectrum measured by Cladis, Chase, Imhof, and Knecht ( 1961) shows a ste~per .energy spectrum and more low-energy · electrons than can be explained by neutron de~ay.
• The fact that this . experiment on Explorer XII • They have measured the electron spectrum
.in themiddle of the outer belt by using severai detectors sensitive in different energy ranges. The spectrum devised from these ·measurements . . . for September 5, . 1961 , is shown in Fig. 7 . Essentially, no electrons with E > 5 Mev were seen, but some electrons in the range 1.6 : ;··less on other days.
I .
\ .. ' We must decide how similar the neutron j3-decay electron energy cer;tain-:-there is not the very large low-energy peak that earlier measurements indicated.
In comparing (b) the heights of the spectra, we probably should. not take the experimental spectra in Fig. 7 , because it was the highest observed.
flux. We should decrease this a factor of three or more. Using a representative time-p.verage flux of -3 X 10 7 electrons/(cm 2 -sec) forE >40 kev ,·:,:·:.~~;.::-;-~::-."·":~:.-:-:-:-~~=·:~.;.:--: .... ..,,...~~·~ ... ~~~;o-·"'"'..;.;.'""'.:~r.,-~...,==-:";';-..:;;; ::::~-~~""=-==*='="====== ~' =···==' """'=-=~~';-b<: ,.,;,;,·~''"-'' ,,... .. ..., .. .,;,· ;;;,·~~·;..;· • .., .. ~......,.:..,•.z:lt··;,.;· ·=· ~.;·;;;:···!::!.... !;,;. ,;;iiii>:;,.;· . . . :·,.""'·,_.···;....:·· ''--'""··:..: 
,. • ~ -that ionization-energy loss is . the sole loss mecilani.sm. ' . :by ionization energy loSS (see teXt) .t .The quantity {l~fP/n) iS·. ,. . " -. "·· · · ' · lo-21 ' e;n/~3. · The incident spectrum is assumed to be that of a -.~ .. .: _:' ...... , ~·. -~ · , ' ·' 11e~tron 'de.cey elec_tron; the hydrogen is ass~ed to· ,be about : 5oofo.
~"---~ ·-"~---'"~,:.· . ,,
